








Typical drug-discovery timeline = 10+ years, $1B+ dollars 

What we ended up with: 
A freezer filled with 50,000+ natural product fractions (aka pharmaceutical scratch tickets) 

Contacts at big pharma (pharma said come back when you have a winning ticket) 

In vitro and in vivo studies done proving the platform “worked” at eliciting more secondary metabolites
(Made a non-active producer an active producer ~72% of the time) 

Amazing network of supporters/contacts/mentors 

Low on funds (time to pivot)  
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Pickaxe = 
Screening

Diamond = Drug Lead Mine = Pharmaceutical Company Drug on the market 
END GOAL 

Enriched Library Data suggested it had 
diamonds in there…

Lacked a lot 
of things to 
uncover the 
diamonds in 
the rough, 
and no one 
wanted to pay 
for dirt

Package into toolbox Sell to other companies
Increase hit-rate of 
libraries

More drug-leads
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Condensed Learnings 

We didn’t have funds to support our business model 

Can someone else validate your product? 

Don’t talk yourself out of a good decision 

Think of the complete opposite 

Be mindful of your cash as it relates to your chosen 
path

Selling a kit to pharma would have generated:
1. Revenue
2. Validation 
3. Traction 

-We wanted the billion dollar drug ourselves
-Unicorn Indoctrination 
-Sunk cost fallacy 

If we can’t find new antibiotics, can we replace them? 



Work the problem 

Remember your core “first principle” about your 
business

-Underlying fundamental truth 

What looks like your death can be another shot at life

Be upfront with your investors, team, and yourself 

Ask for help

We went from finding drugs to feeding fish…

 



● Easier barrier to entry - less regulation 

● Less capital intensive and intellectual capital intensive 

● Faster route to MVP 

● A growing industry vs a dying industry 

● Pivoting isn’t the “bad” thing I once thought it was
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